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1321 chapter 1325-have you been tricked? 

mu yichen began to grind his teeth. 

was this his biological daughter? 

if he hadn’t passed the phone to the little dumpling and taught her how to send voice and video, she 

wouldn’t have known how to operate it at all! 

he had already allowed her to speak to luo chenxi for a while, yet he still did not know that he should let 

her father have the chance? 

“no, i’m older than you. i’ll go first.” 

mu yichen did not even bother to find an excuse when he realized that he could not win an argument 

against the little dumpling. 

taking advantage of her height and long legs, the little dumpling couldn’t beat her, so he directly raised 

the phone in front of him and began to question her. 

“stupid woman, how dare you …” 

“mu yichen, how can you be so childish! hurry up and return the phone to tang tang! how could you 

snatch the phone from your daughter? tang tang is only three years old, how old are you?” 

he did not expect that luo chenxi would speak before he could say anything. 

mu yichen’s face darkened. ” if you didn’t hang up on me all the time, would i have asked tang tang to 

call me? ” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

” great, you’re indeed deliberately using tang tang! ” luo chenxi pursed her lips. her expression was even 

uglier than his. ” you’re even using your daughter. mu yichen, you’re too childish! quickly get tang tang 

to answer the phone!” 

“no!” mu yichen refused flatly. ” tell me clearly first. why don’t you want to move to the villa? and she 

even hung up on your man!” 

“i want to stay with the crew. everyone is staying in the hotel, and i’m staying outside alone. it’ll also 

delay work!” “mu yichen, you’re well aware of what you’ve done a few days ago. as punishment, you’re 

not allowed to enter my room for three months!” luo chenxi said quickly. 

upon hearing her words, mu yichen’s dark eyes squinted dangerously. ” stupid woman, you … ” 

before he could finish his threat, the little dumpling, who had been jumping around his legs, felt more 

and more aggrieved because she couldn’t get her phone back. finally, she couldn’t help but burst into 

tears. 



“wow … so embarrassing, i snatched tang tang’s phone! bad daddi! and you want to fight for big sister 

with tang tang … wuwuwu …” 

when the little dumpling cried, luo chenxi’s heart ached. 

she shouted anxiously,”mu yichen, y-y-you … you actually made my daughter cry! his crime was 

doubled! you’re not allowed to enter the room for half a year as punishment!” 

“stupid woman, what did you just say? tang tang is also my daughter. can you give birth to one on your 

own?” young master mu’s face couldn’t be any darker. 

these two, big and small, all wanted to go against him! 

at this moment, he could only repeatedly remind himself that this was his biological daughter, his 

biological wife, and that he was the one who doted on her, doted on her … 

although he was angry, mu yichen could not bear to see the little dumpling cry. 

after taking a deep breath, he chose to give in and handed the phone to the little dumpling. 

the little dumpling’s tears were immediately wiped away when she received the phone. her petite face 

beamed like a flower as she smiled sweetly at luo chenxi on the other end of the phone.”big sister! i 

finally see you again ~” 

her cheerful expression and tone simply made people doubt if the little thing who cried pitifully just now 

was her. 

mu yichen was watching from the side. he seriously suspected that he had been tricked. 

however, no matter what he thought, no one cared. 

the mother and daughter chatted enthusiastically on the phone, and the room was filled with laughter. 

luo chenxi was concerned about the little dumpling’s daily life and asked about her situation in the 

kindergarten. they chatted for about twenty minutes. 

seeing that it was almost time for the crew’s meeting, she reluctantly said goodbye to the little 

dumpling. 

1322 biological daughter, biological daughter, biological daughter … 

” tang tang, big sister will go to work first. you have to be good at home! ” 

the little ball nodded obediently, its childish face looking serious. 

“okay, big sister, hurry up and go earn money, you must earn more! when you get fat, we’ll run away 

from home! daddi snatched the phone from tang tang, but tang tang ignored him!” 

luo chenxi almost laughed out loud. 

she could imagine how unpleasant mu yichen’s expression was on the side. 

she coughed lightly. ” ahem, don’t quarrel with your father. be good, okay? ” 



mu yichen had been holding it in for a long time. he waited for the mother-daughter pair to finish their 

conversation with great difficulty. he was about to take back his phone and continue the topic with luo 

chenxi. 

in the end, he saw the little dumpling reach out his chubby little finger and swipe on the phone … and 

quickly turn off the video. 

“you …!” 

dear daughter, dear daughter, dear daughter … 

mu yichen’s chest felt stuffy. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

he sent another video call, but no one was picking up! 

“stupid woman, do you think i can’t do anything to you after you hung up the phone? and you won’t let 

me into your room for half a year?” 

mu yichen squinted his eyes ever so slightly. he had a plan in mind. 

…… 

on the other hand, luo chenxi was engrossed in her work in the imperial capital. she had completely 

forgotten about her husband. 

as the fashion design director, her work was very heavy. 

on the day they arrived at their destination, the crew’s preparatory work meeting didn’t end until 10 p. 

m. 

on the other hand, luo chenxi and a few of her fashion design assistants would still have to modify the 

costumes according to the production team’s request after the meeting ended. 

as one of the behind-the-scenes staff, they had to prepare all the clothes before the shooting started 

every day to ensure the next day’s shooting. 

of course, it was definitely too late to make it now. most of the clothing was sponsored by major brands, 

and only a few important characters needed to be custom-made. 

on the other hand, luo chenxi had completed the designs for the most important sets of outfits 

according to the production team’s request a few weeks ago and handed them over to the professional 

typographical master for production. currently, they only needed to make some minor adjustments on 

the basis of the finished product to ensure that they would be in line with the actors ‘figures and 

temperaments. 

luo chenxi gathered everyone in the costume team and began to assign tasks. 

“xiao wei will be in charge of the costumes for the extras, Lilys will be in charge of the costumes for the 

third and fourth male lead, and … well, the above are the work arrangements. if anyone has any 

opinions, you can raise them now. if there’s no objection, please finish your work seriously …” 



no one said anything, not even fu jiatong. 

luo chenxi raised her brows in surprise. 

” alright, since that’s the case, then i’ll have to ask everyone to work harder! ” 

on the first day she joined the crew, the costume team was busy all night. 

in the beginning, luo chenxi was worried that fu jiatong would cause trouble in secret. he would stare at 

her from time to time while he was completing his work. 

in the end, fu jiatong was very focused from the beginning to the end, and she did her work very well. 

the shooting on the second day went very smoothly. the work of the costume team received high praise 

from the entire crew, including director yan heng. 

then, the third day, the fourth day … 

for the next five days, the entire costume team cooperated very well. 

even fan yinghua could not help but give luo chenxi a thumbs up. ” miss xingchen, it’s our crew’s 

greatest fortune to have invited you! ” 

however, on the sixth night, something unexpected happened. 

1323 simply insulting the intelligence of the audience 

zhong xiuna quickly walked to yan heng’s temporary office. she didn’t even knock on the door before 

she barged in. 

“director yan, take a look. what kind of clothes did luo chenxi design for me? he simply couldn’t stand it! 

the female lead, huo daining, is the editor of a fashion magazine. you’re insulting the intelligence of the 

audience by making her wear such old-fashioned clothes. no, i want to change the designer!” 

as soon as she entered the room, she started shouting. 

yan heng was discussing the details of the next day’s shooting with a few members of the production 

team. they were all very unhappy to be suddenly interrupted. 

“what’s going on?” luo chenxi raised her head and asked with a frown, ” “miss zhong, are you 

dissatisfied with my design?” 

zhong xiuna did not expect luo chenxi to be in the office as well. she felt a little embarrassed and froze 

for a few seconds. 

however, she came to her senses soon after. she did not even take a glance at luo chenxi as she 

continued to speak to yan heng, ” “director yan, look at the clothes i’m wearing. is this the outfit i’m 

going to wear for the shoot later? she’s as loose as a piece of rag. don’t tell me this is called innovation. i 

think luo chenxi isn’t putting in any effort at all. she’s just trying to brush you off!” 

upon hearing this, all the crew members, including yan heng, were stunned. their eyes fell on zhong 

xiuna. 



zhong xiuna was wearing a long-sleeved gray coat made of cotton and linen. although it was a little 

exaggerated to say that it was a rag, the texture was indeed quite loose. with the dark color tone, it did 

not look good on her body. it even made her face look sallow, and her figure was even worse. 

” this … ” even yan heng was stunned, ” that’s not right, why would this design … ” 

he had just opened his mouth when he was interrupted by an angry zhong xiuna. 
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“director yan, you also think that this dress is ugly, right? even an ordinary person would not have such 

bad taste, let alone an editor of a fashion magazine! i really don’t know what luo chenxi was thinking to 

design something like this. i refuse to wear this for the shoot!” 

yan heng couldn’t help but frown and raise his voice, advising, ” ” miss zhong, please calm down first. i 

believe that xingchen must have her reasons for designing it this way. please listen to her explanation 

first … ” 

“explanation? what’s there to explain? director yan, seeing how you’re stammering, i also think that this 

design is outrageous, right? is it that difficult to admit that luo chenxi’s standard is not up to par?” 

zhong xiuna’s attitude was overbearing. she didn’t allow any explanation. 

yan heng’s brows furrowed even more. he didn’t expect that zhong xiuna would start making a scene 

again after fu jiatong had finally calmed down for a few days. 

why was it so not peaceful in this crew? 

moreover, his hesitation earlier was not because he felt that luo chenxi’s design was incapable. 

after working with her for a period of time, yan heng had been completely conquered by luo chenxi’s 

various wonderful ideas and her rigorous and serious working attitude. he absolutely did not believe 

that luo chenxi would make such a serious mistake. 

moreover, luo chenxi would show him her designs for every important style of the female lead’s outfit in 

advance. he could not recall ever seeing the outfit that zhong xiuna was wearing … 

just as he was wondering, there was a rush of footsteps outside the door. soon, the office door was 

pushed open again. 

fu jiatong’s figure appeared at the door. 

as soon as she entered the room, she grabbed zhong xiuna’s wrist and pulled her out. 

“xiuna, you … stop messing around. let’s go!” 

1324 i must change the designer! 

“why are you leaving? if i just leave like this, am i going to wear this to film?” 

zhong xiuna’s expression was unpleasant. she refused to move her feet. ” anyway, i’m not going to wear 

such a tattered dress. luo chenxi’s design is simply unsightly. i must change my designer! ” jiatong, why 

don’t you help me design!” 



fu jiatong looked anxious. ” xiuna, don’t say anything more. you’re an actress of the crew. you just have 

to follow the arrangements of the crew. i know you like my designs, but we’re on set …” 

“what’s wrong with the crew? it’s precisely because i’m on set that i can’t dress like this! what would the 

fans of ‘gorgeous turn’ think if they saw such a design on the big screen?” zhong xiuna raised her chin 

and spoke in a self-righteous manner. 

“xiuna, don’t be like this. let’s do what the crew wants first …” 

fu jiatong kept trying to persuade her, and even tried to pull her away several times. 

however, zhong xiuna was determined to replace luo chenxi. she simply said loudly to yan heng, ” 

“director yan, what do you think we should do about this? even if you like luo chenxi, you can’t indulge 

her like this, can you? if the costumes don’t work, the entire movie will be ruined!” 

then, she looked at fu jiatong. 

“jiatong, i know that you’re concerned about luo chenxi’s status as the mu family’s young mistress and 

don’t want to offend anyone, but is this the time to consider such things? wasn’t this treating the hard 

work of the entire crew as child’s play? no, you’re the only one who can be the fashion design director!” 

after hearing zhong xiuna’s words, fu jiatong finally stopped talking. she didn’t say anything else, and 

she seemed to be deep in thought. 

zhong xiuna looked at yan heng and asked, ” director yan, what do you think? ” 
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yan heng had an awkward expression on his face. he did not know how to answer her, so he could only 

turn his gaze toward luo chenxi. 

“miss xingchen, this …” 

” i know, ” luo chenxi’s expression was extremely calm as she spoke calmly, ” “i’m indeed at fault in this 

matter …” 

a hint of joy flashed in zhong xiuna’s eyes. ” great! you admit that you’re not good enough and that 

you’re not responsible for your work! ” 

even fu jiatong couldn’t hold it in any longer. the corners of her mouth lifted, and she almost laughed 

out loud. 

luo chenxi’s gaze swept past both of their faces. she nodded slowly. ” that’s right. there’s something that 

i’m lacking in my work. i don’t understand the actors in the production team well enough! ” 

everyone was taken aback, not expecting her to say that. 

“what do you mean?” zhong xiuna frowned. 

“in the media, miss zhong has always been a fashionista. otherwise, she wouldn’t have been selected by 

the crew to film this film. so, i took it for granted that miss zhong is very familiar with the latest 



european and american fashion trends. i don’t need to explain it to you, so i can save some energy and 

slack off.” 

luo chenxi stared at zhong xiuna with an ashamed expression. she apologized ‘sincerely’, ” “miss zhong, 

i’m really sorry. i was careless. i didn’t expect the celebrities to be so different from the real situation! if 

you had told me earlier that you didn’t understand, i would have explained it to you personally when 

you were changing. this would not have caused such a misunderstanding and delayed the entire filming 

progress!” 

zhong xiuna’s intuition told her that something was wrong. 

luo chenxi’s words were obviously mocking her for not knowing fashion. 

however, she had already tried it on just now. no matter how she put it on, it still looked ugly! 

 

1325 don’t pretend to know if you don’t know 

it was impossible for luo chenxi to stir up any trouble no matter how capable she was. 

if that was not the case, she and fu jiatong would not have made up their minds to seize the opportunity 

to pull luo chenxi down from her position as the fashion design director. 

zhong xiuna subconsciously turned around and glanced at fu jiatong. 

she felt confident at once when she saw fu jiatong nodding. she puffed out her chest and questioned luo 

chenxi, ” “luo chenxi, stop using fashion as an excuse. it’s ugly if it’s ugly! fashion is not about being 

unconventional. don’t think that you can fool people with a piece of rag!” 

luo chenxi said with a faint smile, ” i’ve already told you. you can ask if you don’t understand. don’t 

pretend to understand. who said that this dress is ugly? ” 

“what’s wrong? you still have a way to make a piece of rag look good?” zhong xiuna didn’t believe her 

words at all. she thought that she was just speaking without thinking. 

after all, even fu jiatong, who was born into a rich family and had just returned from studying abroad, 

was convinced that it was just a piece of rag! 

what was luo chenxi to him? how could she compare to fu jiatong? 

upon seeing that, luo chenxi only smiled. ” just because you can’t do it doesn’t mean that others can’t 

do it. miss zhong, don’t be too full of yourself.” 

yan heng suddenly thought of something and exclaimed, ” ” ah … this dress, i remember now. could it be 

that one … ” 

luo chenxi nodded and walked forward to stand in front of zhong xiuna. 
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“miss zhong, please raise your arm.” 

zhong xiuna sneered. ” i’d like to see what you can do to this dress! ” 



luo chenxi had no intention of acknowledging her. she lifted the hem of her coat and wrapped it around 

zhong xiuna’s back. then, she took a belt from an assistant and fastened it around zhong xiuna’s waist. 

then, he pulled the cloth a few more times and adjusted the position. 

it was just a few extremely simple actions, and the total time spent was less than a minute. 

then, she took a few steps back. ” i’m done. ” 

“are you done?” zhong xiuna almost laughed out loud. can you even look at it? did he really think that 

everyone else was a fool? jiatong, take a look, don’t you think my current look is funny?” 

she turned to look at fu jiatong. she thought that fu jiatong would take the opportunity to belittle luo 

chenxi’s design as they had agreed on. 

but who knew, all she saw was fu jiatong’s shocked and jealous expression. 

zhong xiuna was stunned. she turned around subconsciously. 

only then did he realize that the expressions of all the staff members around him had changed. 

zhong xiuna realized that something was wrong. she rushed to the front of a full-length mirror in the 

bathroom. 

in the mirror, a slender figure was clearly reflected. 

the fabric that originally looked loose and loose had become fluffy and soft under luo chenxi’s skillful 

modification. it ingeniously embellished zhong xiuna’s slightly thick arms and even created a natural, 

ethereal feeling. 

the hems of her clothes hung down naturally, forming an elegant arc. 

the wide lower hem of her dress was outlined by a belt. not only did it not look sloppy, but it also 

accentuated zhong xiuna’s figure. 

not only was this dress not ugly, it was simply too beautiful! 

at first, zhong xiuna had already made up her mind. no matter what she saw in the mirror later, she 

would try her best to find the bones in the egg and belittle luo chenxi’s design from various angles. 

1326 there’s actually such a hidden mystery! 

however, when she saw herself in the mirror, she was stunned. 

the words that were already at the tip of her tongue could not be said. 

on her right, fu jiatong was desperately trying to signal her with her eyes, but she didn’t notice at all. 

she looked so elegant in the mirror! 

if she could wear this to paris fashion week today, she wouldn’t be inferior to those female celebrities in 

the fashion industry! 

“cough, cough, xiuna!” 



fu jiatong’s eyes were so wide that they were about to cramp, but zhong xiuna didn’t even turn around 

to look at her. 

in a moment of desperation, she could only cough heavily. 

zhong xiuna came back to her senses and quickly said, ” “this … cough cough, this dress … i think it’s just 

ordinary …” 

even though she had already made up her mind to smear luo chenxi’s reputation, she could not bring 

herself to say the word ‘ugly’. she could only compromise by saying’ so-so’. 

when yan heng and the others heard this, they all frowned, clearly not agreeing. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

unexpectedly, luo chenxi herself did not refute at all. on the contrary, she nodded in an extremely calm 

manner. 

“that’s right, i also think that it’s a bit ordinary just from this style. however, i’m only doing this for the 

sake of the crew’s request, so i have no choice but to sacrifice some aesthetic.” 

zhong xiuna didn’t know how to react. ” what request? ” 

luo chenxi took a glance at her and asked in puzzlement, ” “what’s wrong? miss zhong, didn’t you read 

the script? in the scene you’re shooting today, the female lead was at work and was informed at the last 

minute that she had to attend a cocktail party. however, she was out for an interview and didn’t have 

time to go back to get her dress, so she could only change her clothes at the last minute.” 

“i … of course i’ve seen it.” zhong xiuna choked. 

for the past few days, she and fu jiatong had been racking their brains to think of ways to mess with luo 

chenxi. they had not studied the script properly at all. there were also many loopholes during the filming 

and they had to NG more than ten times a day. 

however, she naturally wouldn’t admit this. she vaguely hardened her voice and continued to question, 

” “then … so what? can this dress be modified into a formal dress?” 

in zhong xiuna’s eyes, this was absolutely impossible. 

on the other hand, luo chenxi did not even hesitate for a second. she nodded immediately. ” of course. 

turn around now. ” 

zhong xiuna turned around unwillingly. 

luo chenxi was standing behind her. she undid a hidden button on the side of her waist in a swift 

manner. 

the coat was split into two from the middle. luo chenxi wrapped one of the pieces around her body and 

the other around her neck before she pieced them back together with a silk scarf button. she made 

some slight adjustments and it turned into a tight-fitting evening gown! 



moreover, designing gowns was luo chenxi’s specialty. even though the tailoring of this gown was 

simple, the design was elegant and grand. it was even more eye-catching than the jacket earlier. 

zhong xiuna and fu jiatong’s faces turned pale. 

both of them had not expected that luo chenxi’s design would have such a hidden mystery! 

even the two of them, who thought that they had been in the fashion industry for many years and had 

seen many things, could not see through her tricks at all. 

“i didn’t expect the design of this dress to be like this!” 

“it’s just such a simple change, but it’s so classy! the two styles are so beautiful!” 

“miss luo, you’re indeed the designer who won the first prize in the chinese style competition. how did 

you come up with this? isn’t he too powerful?” 

1327 i’m sorry, it’s my fault! 

“i really hope that miss xingchen can start her own brand as soon as possible. i’ll definitely buy the 

clothes she designs! even if you can’t afford to eat, you still have to buy!” 

“speaking of which, isn’t zhong xiuna the darling of the fashion circle, and she has gotten plenty of 

endorsements from major brands? why didn’t you know how to wear the clothes you got? he didn’t 

know how to wear it, yet he didn’t ask and even had the face to question miss xingchen! where did she 

get her confidence from …” 

hearing the whispered discussions of the staff around them, the two of them were extremely 

embarrassed and wanted to dig a hole and hide in it! 

especially fu jiatong, other than feeling embarrassed, she also felt defeated! 

‘why … is luo chenxi capable of coming up with such an outstanding design? 

she’s just a fake graduate from a diploma mill? 

there was no art school in china that was ranked internationally, so almost all the talented fashion 

designers in the country had returned from studying abroad. 

how could luo chenxi possibly be an exception? 

“how is it? miss zhong, miss fu, do you still have any opinions on my design? if you have any objections, 

you can raise them now …” 

what other opinions could they have? 

zhong xiuna’s face turned red, and she couldn’t say a word. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

fu jiatong, on the other hand, was calmer and tried to clear her name. ” i … when did i say that i wasn’t 

happy with your design? xingchen, you … you’ve misunderstood. also, xiuna didn’t mean to question 



you. she just wanted to do a good job, so she acted on impulse when she saw that the costume didn’t 

suit her … please don’t take it to heart …” 

luo chenxi sneered but did not speak. her eyes were filled with ridicule. 

director yan heng stepped out at the right time. ” alright, let’s call it a day! “i can understand that miss 

zhong is anxious to shoot a good show, but i hope you can do the most basic things, read the script 

carefully, and memorize the lines. as long as there are a few ngs during the shooting, i’ll be satisfied. as 

for the costumes, with xingchen here, no one needs to worry!” 

“and miss fu … i hope you can do as you promised and cooperate with xingchen. if there’s anything you 

don’t understand, you can ask for advice with an open mind. i believe xingchen is not a person who 

treasures his own belongings. he will be willing to teach you, right?” 

luo chenxi nodded. ” that’s right, miss fu. you can just ask me about matters like today’s. ” 

hearing this, fu jiatong clenched her teeth so hard that she almost broke them! 

judging by yan heng’s tone, he was treating her as luo chenxi’s junior! he even asked her to seek 

guidance from luo chenxi! 

on what basis? she was clearly more experienced than luo chenxi and had become famous much earlier 

than her! 

however, no matter how unwilling she was, fu jiatong had no choice but to leave with zhong xiuna. 

…… 

fu jiatong only reached out her hand and pinched zhong xiuna’s waist after they had walked to an empty 

corner to vent her anger. 

“useless thing! what a good-for-nothing! i asked you to find an opportunity to deal with luo chenxi, yet 

you almost set me up! what’s the use of having you? i’ll ask uncle to pressure the crew and replace 

you!” 

fu jiatong’s grip was heavy and ruthless. 

zhong xiuna’s face had turned pale from the pain. she felt that a large bruise must have appeared on her 

waist. 

however, she didn’t dare to show a trace of anger or grievance on her face. she didn’t even dare to cry 

out in pain, and kept apologizing to fu jiatong, ” “i’m sorry, it’s all my fault! i was too naive …” 

1328 this is a face-smacking! 

after zhong xiuna’s persuasion, fu jiatong’s mood finally improved a little. 

“forget it, i’ll spare you this time! if there’s a next time, your role as the female lead will be over!” fu 

jiatong glared at her. 

” yes, jiatong, ” zhong xiuna replied respectfully. ” don’t worry. i will never make the same mistake 

again. ” 



fu jiatong was finally satisfied. ” alright, you can go back to filming now. ” 

seeing that fu jiatong was about to leave, zhong xiuna quickly called out to her, ” “wait, jiatong, there’s 

… there’s one more thing …” 

“what is it?” 

” it’s … it’s the photo that you mentioned earlier. i … i’ve already sent it out. what … what should i do? ” 

zhong xiuna asked hesitantly. 

fu jiatong was shocked. ” what? you’ve already sent it out? who asked you to move so fast?” 

zhong xiuna looked aggrieved.”i … i didn’t expect luo chenxi’s design to have so many hidden secrets. i 

thought she was dead for sure this time, so i went online to create a hype for you … you were the one 

who urged me to do it …” 

this morning, when she received the set of clothes for the shoot in the afternoon, she was so excited 

that she informed fu jiatong immediately. 

the outcome of their discussion was that, apart from questioning luo chenxi, zhong xiuna also took a few 

selfies in front of the mirror and posted them on her weibo. 
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she even added ,’@ zhong xiuna: i’m currently filming an important scene in the imperial capital’s film 

studio. everyone, guess which part of the original work i’m going to be acting in this outfit?” 

this passage was said very skillfully. it did not directly point out that the clothes were ugly, but only 

posted a photo and guided the fans of “gorgeous turn” to think through it with words. 

in this way, no matter what kind of trouble she would cause to the production crew if she released the 

photos, yan heng and the others would not be able to blame her. 

that was because she did not post anything that would damage the image of the crew. it was the 

readers who felt that her style was ugly! 

and her appearance was ugly. could she blame it on an actress? 

both fu jiatong and zhong xiuna thought that the plan was perfect. they had never expected that luo 

chenxi would be able to come up with such an amazing design. 

now that the weibo post had been posted, he realized that not only was the dress not ugly, but it was 

also an innovative design full of wondrous ideas … this was a slap in the face! 

fu jiatong’s expression was uncertain, and after hesitating for a while, she gritted her teeth and said, ” 

“forget it, hurry up and go online. delete this weibo post! you’ve only posted it half an hour ago, so not 

many people must have seen it. why don’t you post some other photos to divert everyone’s attention?” 

zhong xiuna quickly logged into weibo and deleted the photos. 

however, they didn’t expect that it was too late to delete their posts! 



zhong xiuna’s popularity in china was not low. she had millions of fans on weibo. moreover, ” a 

magnificent turn ” was the most popular IP film at the moment. the number of netizens who followed 

this film was uncountable. 

zhong xiuna’s weibo post had attracted hundreds of thousands of views in less than a minute. 

and almost every fan of the original work who saw this weibo post was shocked by this shockingly ugly 

scene. 

all of a sudden, the fans of the original novel were infuriated. the indignant fans formed groups and 

rushed to zhou xiuna’s weibo. one after another, they posted negative comments. some people even 

started cursing. 

1329 chapter 1333-we’re finished, we’re finished! 

“what’s with this weird costume? was the crew really focused on filming? at the start, it was clearly a big 

production, but what’s with this strong copycat atmosphere?” 

“it’s simply an eyesore! the goddess of my heart, huo daining, has actually turned into a middle-aged 

woman wearing a piece of rag!” 

“isn’t xing chen the costume designer in the production team? and the first prize winner of the chinese 

style competition? you designed such a disgusting style?” 

“no wonder a designer stood up last time and exposed the dirty tricks involved in the interview of the 

design director of the ‘magnificent turn’ crew! i was almost deceived by luo chenxi. it seems like there’s 

really something shady going on here!” 

” that’s right! we must stop a rubbish designer from using her husband’s family background to get into 

the production team! ” 

“i strongly protest! unless we get rid of this person who got in through connections, we won’t be 

watching this movie anymore!” 

in just a short half an hour, this incident rapidly fermented. 

#luo chenxi ruined the original work #,#’gorgeous turn’s costume is eye-stinging #,#’ the shady dealings 

of the ‘gorgeous turn’ crew #… 

one by one, these topics quickly climbed up to the top ten most searched topics on weibo. 

in the beginning, only the fans of the original novel were angry. however, after the topic climbed to the 

top of the search list, many onlookers also came in. 

many keyboard warriors who hated the rich were already envious of luo chenxi’s fortuitous encounter 

of marrying into a rich and powerful family. at the moment, they spared no effort to add fuel to the fire 

by posting all sorts of comments that fanned the flames. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

at this moment, everyone realized that zhong xiuna had deleted the photos! 



moreover, he had secretly deleted all of them without saying a word. 

naturally, no one would have thought that zhong xiuna had secretly deleted the photos because she felt 

guilty that she had wrongly accused luo chenxi. 

almost all the netizens took it for granted that zhong xiuna had leaked the photos of the production 

team and exposed the shoddy production of the movie version of ” gorgeous turn “. she had been 

blamed by the production team and suffered unfair treatment, which was why she had to delete the 

post with tears in her eyes. 

this made the vast number of netizens even more angry. 

“f * ck, what is the” gorgeous turn “crew trying to do? if you’re so capable, why don’t you make such a 

disgusting appearance and not let people post photos?” 

“are you feeling guilty? it definitely was! anyone with eyes can see how bad the design is. i don’t believe 

the crew can’t see it!” 

“hehe, he’s obviously trying to protect luo chenxi, that person who got in through connections! did you 

think that if you deleted the photos, nothing would happen?” 

“there’s no point in deleting the photos, i’ve already taken screenshots and saved them! everyone, 

quickly come and take a look!” 

as zhong xiuna deleted the picture, the popularity of the public opinion did not decrease. instead, it 

made the topic even more popular. 

this time, even zhong xiuna herself was anxious. 

“jiatong, what … what do we do now? he didn’t expect so many people to have already seen the photos! 

it’s over, it’s over this time! did something big happen?” 

fu jiatong had been scrolling through weibo on her phone for a long time. when she saw so many people 

scolding luo chenxi, the anger that she had been holding in for the whole day finally dissipated a little. 

when she heard zhong xiuna’s question, she raised her head, and a cold light flashed in her eyes. 

“since so many people have seen the photos …” 

“what’s wrong?” zhong xiuna asked. 

fu jiayu said,”then ask your manager to contact weibo and pay them a lot of money to delete the post!” 

if anyone posts those photos from your weibo, get them to be deleted immediately!” 

“ah? what … what?” 

1330 xingchen, can you ask young master mu for help? 

zhong xiuna’s eyes were wide open. she couldn’t believe her ears. 

she had originally expected fu jiatong to ask her to post a clarification statement, or to post a few more 

photos of her in her normal style. 



in this way, the impact of sending the wrong photo would be minimized. 

moreover, it was also a form of publicity for the film. even if the production team found out, they 

wouldn’t be able to say anything. 

however, fu jiatong had asked her to delete the post on weibo! 

zhong xiuna leaned over and analyzed the situation for her. “jiatong, this … this isn’t very good, right? 

“there are a lot of keyboard warriors online. the more you ask people to delete the pictures they posted, 

the more they will think that there’s a conspiracy behind it. the more they post, the more they’ll repost. 

so, it’s useless to delete the pictures and ban the words. we can only think of a way to explain it clearly 

…” 

“why don’t i send a text to explain it? it’s best if we can shirk our responsibility so that the crew can’t 

find any fault with it. my manager is very good at writing this kind of stuff, i’ll discuss it with her …” 

zhong xiuna thought that fu jiatong didn’t understand the reason behind it, so she tried to persuade her. 

before she could finish, fu jiatong sneered, ” “of course i know that the more i delete the post, the more 

it won’t be cleanly deleted, and it will also anger those netizens. however, what i want is that it can’t be 

deleted completely!” 

the words that zhong xiuna hadn’t finished speaking were stuck in her throat. 

she looked at fu jiatong and opened her mouth, but no words came out. 

boxn ov el. c o m 

fu jiatong’s face darkened. ” in this way, those irrational people will think that the crew deleted the post 

because they felt guilty. the topic will not die down, but instead become more and more popular! as 

long as there are enough people who oppose it, it’ll be useless even if the production team and luo 

chenxi come out to clarify the matter.” 

fu jiatong said, her heart filled with joy. 

even she did not expect things to develop to this stage. 

even the heavens were helping her! 

even if the production team found out that she was the one who had deleted the post, they wouldn’t be 

able to hold her and zhong xiuna responsible. they could totally pretend to be innocent and say that 

they just didn’t think so much and didn’t know that deleting the post would cause such serious 

consequences … 

just as fu jiatong had expected, the vast number of netizens were further enraged as more and more 

posts that insulted luo chenxi and the production team were deleted. 

many of the passers-by were just following the trend and criticizing, but after their posts were deleted, 

they became really angry and joined the war of words. 

fu jiatong had even hired a lot of internet water army and specifically asked them to imitate luo chenxi 

and yan heng’s tone to pick a fight with the netizens. 



by the time yan heng got the news from the crew at around nine o ‘clock in the evening, the topic #” the 

shady deal with the ” gorgeous turn ” crew ” had already reached the top of the trending search list. 

some fans of the original work even started voting online, asking the netizens to vote on the topic of ” 

should the production team be asked to replace the fashion design director? ” 

there were already hundreds of thousands of people who had participated in the voting. 

among them, more than 90% of the people voted for the ” must be replaced ” option. 

when luo chenxi arrived at yan heng’s office, the internationally famous director was pacing back and 

forth in anger. 

“what’s all this? how could zhong xiuna be so stupid? she didn’t even inform the crew of this photo and 

just sent it out!” 

fan yinghua also frowned. ” zhong xiuna said that she was so angry that she posted the photo without 

thinking much. she regretted it and deleted the photo. i didn’t expect this to happen. ” 

“you believe such words?” yan heng said angrily. 

“of course i don’t believe it, but you can’t find any evidence to prove that he did it on purpose, can 

you?” 

the two of them were frowning when they suddenly saw luo chenxi at the door. they quickly called her 

in. 

“xingchen, you’ve seen the news on the internet, right? i thought that zhong xiuna’s matter had been 

resolved. i didn’t expect her to cause such a big problem again!” 

yan heng shook his head for a moment, then sighed. 

suddenly, he thought of something and slapped his thigh. ” by the way, xingchen, can you ask young 

master mu for help? with him stepping in, it won’t be a big problem to suppress these public opinions.” 

“ah?” luo chenxi was stunned for a moment. ” this … isn’t very appropriate, is it? ” 

she had just hung up on mu yichen yesterday and even punished him by not being allowed to sleep with 

her for half a year. 

to go to the door at this time … 

 


